
   

FASHION FORWARD 
 
News Flash 
The latest news about the most fashionable stars. Which celeb is the new face of 
Dior/Chanel/Lancome? Which model is getting married or having a baby? Which 
designer recently created a wedding dress for a celeb? etc. 
 
Fashion Report 
This item may vary each episode. This could be a fashion week report. A one on one 
with a dressmaker, jewelry designer or hatter. Or a close-up look at one of the 
biggest fashion trends of the moment. 
 
It Girl 
Each episode features an in-depth profile focussing on one of the hottest 
fashionistas of the moment.  
 
Hits & Misses of the Week 
When it comes to fashion, we all have our good days and our bad days. Even when 
you're a famous actor, pop star or model, you can't always get it right. In the hits & 
misses of the week we find out which well known ladies and gentlemen rocked an 
outfit we loved that week or one that has been badly criticized. 
 
Break 
 
Trending 
What's happening online? We get to know what the most fashionable stars are up to 
on social media.  
 
Special 
This item may vary each episode. Could be about models turned actors. Celebs with 
their own shoelines. How to get in shape like a Victoria’s Secret model?  What is the 
latest hair or makeup trend amongst celebs etc. 
 

 Celebrity Shortlist 
This item may vary each episode. The top 5 red dresses on the red carpet. The top 5 
most fashionable singers. The top 5 designers and their famous muses. etc. 
 
Through The Years 
The best and worst red carpet looks from one celeb through the years.  
 
Exclusive Chat 
Always a short but revealing chat with a celeb/stylist/model/designer. They’ll confess 
their biggest wardrobe malfunctions, talk about their guilty pleasures like wearing 
tracksuits at home, reveal their most fashionable place to be or share their ultimate 
must haves. 


